
 

 

GreenOil filter solutions for new state-of-the-art Wasaline ferry reduces CO2 emission 

Wasaline - the first separator free RoPax ferry in the 

world. By replacing traditional lubrication oil and 

fuel oil separators with a filter solution from 

GreenOil Standard ApS the energy consumption 

will significantly be reduced. This contributes to the 

Wasaline RoPax ferry to be among the world’s most 

efficient and environmentally sustainable ships by 

reducing the CO2 emission, with an estimated +16 

ton/year when running on LNG, using the filtration 

systems instead of the separators. 

In addition to the environmental aspect Wasaline gets pure cost saving in operational cost and maintenance. 

“This is a milestone for GreenOil and for Septor, the GreenOil distributor for Finland and Estonia. First newbuilding 

in Finland that will be equipped with GreenOil filter units, first RoPax that is fully equipped, first LNG driven 

newbuilding. We have sold for many applications as retrofit to shipowners in our region but this one is a major 

breakthrough” says Fredrik Björklöf, Managing Partner at Septor. 

“We decided to go for a filter solution from GreenOil because of simplicity, operational reliability and ease of use” 

says Jonas Teir, Technical Manager at Wasaline. 

Septor Oy 

Established in 2006 as a supplier of quality equipment and spare parts to the marine industry. Started working with 

GreenOil in 2017 and have in this short period 15 customers and +40 units sold. We work together with our customer 

with a long-term focus to create a partnership with mutual benefit. 

GreenOil standard ApS 

Manufacturer and designer of the most efficient 

water separation on the market and solutions also 

for engine LO, MDO/MGO instead of traditional 

separators with several economic and operational 

benefits 
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